WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

“

The job of a wildlife
officer is never boring.
Lee takes you behind the
scenes on patrol—using everything
from airboats to airplanes—as he
and other state wildlife officers
track and apprehend poachers in
the Sunshine State.”
—W. H. “Chip” Gross, coauthor of Poachers Were My
Prey

“Lee’s enlightening and entertaining
stories will open your eyes to the
duties and responsibilities that
these officers perform on any given day.”
—Dave Grant, past president, North American Game Warden Museum

“Lee provides remarkable insight into a world and
culture unknown to most people, revealing the true
diversity and dangers of the Game Warden profession.”
—Craig Hunter, director of law enforcement, Texas Parks and Wildlife

“These stories convey the feel of the Florida
environment, the tedium of the hiding and waiting,
the thrill of the chase and capture, and the exhaustion,
exhilaration, or heartbreak of the search and rescue.
You won’t be disappointed.”
—James “Tom” Mastin, consulting forester and principal, Natural Resource
Planning Services, Inc.
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BOB H. LEE is a former lieutenant and thirty-year veteran of the
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC). During
his career, he caught hundreds of poachers in the act and through
complex wildlife investigations. Prior to his retirement in 2007, he
taught man-tracking classes through the FWC Law Enforcement
Academy. He also writes freelance articles for law enforcement and
outdoor magazines. He lives with his wife, Karen, on eighteen acres
next to a secluded lake in south Putnam County. This is his second
book.
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Q&A
with

BOB H. LEE
author of

Bad Guys, Bullets, and Boat Chases

What inspired you to become a game warden?
Since my early teens, I never saw myself as the type of person who would be
happy working in a climate-controlled office building. Not for me. I had a thirst
for adventure and a need for freedom. I wanted to know what was on the other side of that fence line, around the next bend in the creek ahead, or beyond a
turn in a woods trail. Perhaps it was because of my love for fishing and hunting
and having had the wonderful opportunity of being raised on a secluded lake
in Lutz (north of Tampa) that I came to appreciate the possibilities of making
a living in Florida’s backcountry. The choice was easy for me: law enforcement
+ wilderness = game warden. Best decision I ever made, other than marrying
Karen, my lovely bride of 42 years.

What was your most rewarding experience as a game
warden?
The high stakes game of catch-me-if you-can is what motivated me to get up
at ridiculous hours in the morning or to stay out all night chasing poachers.
To be successful at this job you need to be as cunning as your adversaries and
have the all-out will to win. Some folks mistakenly think this job is about
catching and releasing wildlife. Wrong. It’s about keeping tabs on the people
who harvest wildlife. That’s how we keep game and fish populations from
being depleted.
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What do you think is the most dangerous environment to
patrol in Florida?
If this were the 1970s, I could cite several counties where the job of a game
warden would be reminiscent of a lone ranger in the Wild West. But times
have changed. I would have to say danger can happen anywhere, and at any
time you’re dealing with folks who can turn ornery.
The last gunfight occurred a little over a year ago, in the panhandle. It began
with a call of a disturbance on a sailboat. Unbeknownst to the officer, one of
the two men on board had an outstanding warrant for his arrest. When asked
for his identification, he whipped out a Glock pistol and opened fire. The
officer jumped into the water, taking cover behind the hull of his patrol boat.
He was shot twice—once in the ballistic vest and once through the collarbone. But the officer returned fire while treading water, hitting one suspect in
the hand. During a press conference the sheriff said the officer’s survival was a
“miracle.” What it really comes down to is “luck of the draw.” And I mean that in
the figurative and literal sense.

Why go to such much effort to arrest someone for what is
likely to be a misdemeanor or a low-grade felony?
In the United States, there are roughly 900,000 to 1,000,000 sworn city,
sheriff, state, and federal law enforcement officers. Their primary job is to
quell conventional crime. In comparison, there are only about 6,000 sworn
conservation law enforcement officers in the entire US. We are, literally, the
last line of defense in the protection of environmental resources and the
people who venture into them. In my opinion, nothing short of a hundred
percent commitment is satisfactory.

How has the game warden profession evolved over the
years?
Better training, better equipment (especially handheld radios that actually
work), administrative rules of engagement, such as fleeing, attempting to
elude, and driving black (no lights). I also have fond memories of the first
time I ever used a cell phone on the job. It was great! I could finally talk with a
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complainant while driving to a wildlife crime scene rather than go through the
arduous process of relaying my questions through dispatch. And now, in 2016,
we have officers who monitor Facebook for game violators. When the bad
guys post a picture of themselves along with an illegal deer or turkey or
alligator, well, it’s a lot like shooting ducks in that proverbial bathtub.

Your book retells a variety of wardens’ adventures from
as far back as 1972. How did you choose which stories to
include?
I put on my journalism cap and spent three years interviewing both active
and retired officers from one end of peninsular Florida to the other. I’d heard
about some of the stories over the years and tracked the officers down. Others
I stumbled into.
Gray Leonhard is the star in Chapter 1. I originally went to his home to interview him for a sea turtle egg story. First question out of my mouth was, “What
interesting search and rescues have you worked?” He tells me he saw Flight
401 crash in the Everglades and later worked survivor and body recovery
for the next three days. I set the egg story aside and focused on what would
become, after 3 months of work, one of the biggest stories in the book. As a
writer, you should be flexible and willing to gravitate to the best story.

What do you want readers who may initially be unfamiliar
with the game warden profession to take away from the
book?
We often patrol alone and in remote areas, wholly dependent on our own
judgement should we get in a bind. Bottom line—whatever you get yourself
into, you darn well better be prepared to get yourself out, because chances are
no one will be around to help.

What advice do you have for any future game wardens?
Don’t get arrested, stay in shape, take public speaking courses, take writing
courses (being a woods cop involves a lot of writing). A college education,
while not mandatory, certainly helps. We also hire a lot of folks who have prior
military experience. It seems to season them—gets them used to stumbling
around in the dark. Plan to have some real-life work experience before you
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apply. The minimum age for employment is 19. But the reality is the Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission will not hire you without real-life
experience. For those who are interested in employment, please go to
http://myfwc.com.

What is the most important quality someone must
possess to become a successful game warden?
Passion!

If you could say one thing to all the “bad guys” out there,
what would it be?
Just because you don’t see or hear anyone doesn’t mean you’re alone. We
can be sneaky, too.
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Murphy’s Law

A rookie game warden learns two valuable lessons: be prepared for
the unexpected, and keep your guard up at all times.
And who, might you ask, was the lucky recipient of this hardearned wisdom? Well, of course, that would be me.
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A solid-steel trailer ball mounted to the bumper of a Dodge Ram
Charger makes for a decent enough anvil. I swung a ball peen hammer
over my head and brought it down with a precise blow. Clang! Again.
Clang! Again. Clang! Mopping the sweat from my brow, I paused to
examine a blade from the stainless-steel high-performance propeller
of my patrol boat. I turned it in my hands so the natural sunlight
revealed the dings and bumps and twists in the metal.
My once-a-week ritual of pounding the blades back into their original shape by eye had its limits. Eventually, a point is reached where no
matter how much beating one does, a propeller remains misshapen.
Rubbing my fingers across the uneven surface of the burnished metal
convinced me the prop had become unserviceable. The time had come
to send it off to be reconditioned, again.
I grabbed a spare cast aluminum power prop from a storage compartment in my patrol boat and mounted it to the engine’s foot. It
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made for a weak substitute. I worried about the softer metal, as one
good strike against any hard object would shred it apart. A game warden patrolling with an inferior propeller was like a carpenter trying
to build a house with a rubber hammer—not the best way to do the
job.
Two Days Later

On a hot and muggy evening in the summer of 1978, I set out for
patrol up the Ocklawaha River. The Creek, as the locals like to call it,
is fed primarily by Silver Springs, fifty miles upstream and east of
the city of Ocala. The river and all of its meandering side creeks flow
through a vast swamp that has changed little since the early 1900s,
when paddle-wheelers first ferried well-to-do northerners on alligator sightseeing tours. This setting, with the moss-draped trees, delicate wild orchids, and birds of fine plumage often reminded me of
a jungle backdrop for a Tarzan film. In fact, fisherman occasionally
report seeing escaped monkeys from the Silver Springs Zoo swinging
through the trees. The only impediment to navigation was Rodman
Dam, located ten miles upstream from the Ocklawaha’s confluence
with the St. Johns River in northeast Florida. This section of the
river, which remained relatively pristine and untouched by man, was
the area I had chosen to work.
My patrol boat was an eighteen-foot fiberglass Old Timer with a
200 HP Johnson bolted to the transom. The vessel was utilitarian and
open, and originally made for the convenience of commercial fishermen who ran hoop nets: giant, webbing-sheathed catfish traps that
were emptied by rolling them over the vessel’s low gunwales and into
the boat. A high-pointed bow rose abruptly and was designed to ram
through heavy lake chop. In profile, it resembled a slimmed-down
version of a Viking warship.
I piloted the vessel from a starboard-side console. Upon entering a
curve, I would roll the boat up sharply on its side so a thin film of water splashed over the gunwale and against the deck, which remained
near vertical during this maneuver. The overflowing water made a
satisfying swish. In a righthand turn I could stick my hand out like a
slalom water-skier and feel the cool water sluice through my fingers.
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The author steers an eighteen-foot Old Timer patrol boat around a sharp curve in
the Ocklawaha River, 1981.
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The sun had set, and the gloom of twilight had deepened the shadows on the dark water. I eased the throttle back, letting the boat settle
fully in the water before shutting the engine down. I listened, turning
my head from side to side while cupping my hands behind both ears,
straining to catch the faintest noise. I was hoping to hear the steady
thrum of a big outboard engine idling along in one of a maze of side
creeks that ran parallel to the main river. Outlaw commercial fishermen would often hide out in these less-traveled watercourses while
they illegally electrocuted catfish.
The device of choice for generating an electric shock was homemade
and constructed from a small electric motor that drove a magneto removed from an antique telephone. Mounted to a wooden board, the
whole contraption was about the size of a loaf of bread. Two wires
from the magneto, their ends stripped down to bare copper, were
dangled into water from the bow and the stern. The sting of the electric current flowing between them drove fish crazy. To escape, they
shot straight to the surface where they zigzagged and rolled while
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fishermen wielding long-handled dip nets frantically scooped them
up. A skilled two-man crew could catch up to six hundred pounds of
catfish in four hours.
Every half mile or so, I stopped to listen, then gently nudged the
boat up on a plane and motored ahead. As I came under the Highway 19 Bridge, faint bubbles from an outboard began to appear. Dark
stains, six inches high, showed against the base of trees growing
along the bank where the wake from a passing vessel had recently
washed against them. I paused to listen.
Silence.
Continuing upriver, I came into a shallow curve. Ahead lay an intersection where two creeks joined the Ocklawaha. A cloud of blueblack smoke hung motionless in the still air above the confluence
of watercourses. Boils of residual turbulence remained on the water’s surface. The acrid odor of burnt outboard motor fuel stung my
nostrils.
I was totally switched on.
Someone had heard me coming.
I pulled the throttle back, letting the hull settle fully into the water
while I looked hard into the mouth of each creek. The angled nose of
a black wooden boat was barely visible, partially hidden by overhanging tree branches and deep shadows just inside the entrance to one,
and about seventy-five yards away. I straightened the boat out and
gunned it. I drew a mental bead on the target and set my course dead
ahead. The blur of a dark object flew into the air and landed with a
heavy splash next to the suspicious boat. Surprisingly, the two men
sitting in the vessel didn’t attempt to flee. They were trapped, blocked
by a bank-to-bank logjam of epic proportions. A logger’s chain saw
would be the only way to cut a corridor through the tangle of fallen
trees blocking their only path of escape upstream.
I careened sideways into their boat, throwing up a wall of water
that washed over their port gunwale. “Turn off the engine now!” I
shouted. “Shut it down! Shut it down!”
They were calm, nonplussed even. The passenger wore a dingy
white T-shirt, blue jeans, and white rubber boots. He sat on a flatboard wooden seat in the middle, head bent, hands clasped patiently
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in his lap. His most distinguishing physical feature was unusually
large ears, which tended to drape forward a little when his head tilted
down.
The driver looked at me with one good eye. The other one bulged
out of a red-rimmed socket, the iris colored with a milky-white film.
It looked painful. Among the wardens he was, of course, known as
“Pop-eye.” His partner, well, we called him “Wing-nuts.” Collectively,
they were known as the “Telephone Twins.”
Pop-eye fingered the key, hesitating for a moment before switching
the outboard off.
“Hand me the key,” I told him.
He stuck out a gnarled hand, scarred and calloused from skinning catfish and tying knots into the heavy webbing used to build
fish traps. The key was small, made from stamped aluminum. But I
proudly stuck it in my pocket and thought to myself, “You are some
caught sons-of-a-bitches.”
With my quarry compliantly sitting alongside and the evidence lying in only a couple of feet of tea-colored water, the rest of the evening seemed a mere formality. The old saw, “If it seems too good to
be true, it probably is,” did not register with me at that moment. No,
I was brimming with the confidence of a nine-month rookie game
warden as I pulled out a heavy-steel trap drag attached to a coil of
braided nylon line. It was fashioned from an old window-sash weight
and designed like a grappling hook. I tossed it into the water, trying to snag one of the loose wires connected to the electric shocking
device.
“Now you two just sit there and relax,” I told them over my shoulder. “When I get the machine in the boat we’ll finish our business.”
Business meant seizing their boat and motor and issuing them citations. There were no fish in the boat. Apparently they’d just gotten
started.
“Bob, we’re not going to give you any trouble,” Pop-eye said. “You
should know us well enough by now. It’s going to be dark in a little
while, and I’ve been having problems with my running lights. You
mind if I fiddle with the wires to see if I can get them working?
“Knock yourself out,” I told him.
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Out of the side of my eye I saw him follow the wiring with his
hands from under the steering console to where it disappeared below
the lip of the engine cowling mounted to the front of a straight-stack
150 HP Mercury outboard. My attention, however, was mostly riveted on recovery of the prize. I’d inadvertently let their boat drift a
few feet away from mine. Unfortunately, the bow of my boat was now
rubbing against the bank, and the bow of their boat was conveniently
pointed toward the open creek mouth. I glanced down at the shocking device lying on the sandy bottom, diligently working the line back
and forth with one hand as I tried to guide the drag underneath a
tangle of submerged wires.
Varrooommmmm!
They shot out of the creek like a rocket ship, spraying a white
frothy wake against the bank and leaving me rocking in their backwash. Pop-eye raised his hand in a middle-finger salute. I was pissed
beyond words. They’d pulled out a hidden key from underneath the
engine cowling.
I shook my fist at them. “Come back here right now, you’re under
arrest!” I hollered at the receding transom of the little flat-bottom
skiff. I jumped into the driver’s seat and cranked the engine. But I
couldn’t go forward. I would have to back up first. When I jammed
the throttle into reverse, the engine slammed into the trunk of a submerged swamp maple and stalled. I cranked it again, moving ahead
this time, and rammed the bank, then reversed it, just a little, frantically maneuvering the gear-shift handle back and forth. Desperately
trying to extricate myself from the natural entrapment resulted in
a furious froth of foam and spray accompanied by the high-pitched
guttural whine of an outboard being cruelly manhandled. Finally, I
managed to swing the bow around until it was pointed toward open
water.
I mashed the throttle. The engine screamed as the propeller blades
dug in, spinning at six thousand revolutions per minute. An easy-tofollow bubble trail lay before me. Two things worried me as I felt the
hull rise up on a full plane: The power prop did not have the top-end
speed I was used to, and the boat was handling funky. It just wasn’t
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responding like I had become accustomed to with the high-performance propeller.
I skidded into the first turn wide open. Ahead lay a fallen cypress
tree that blocked most of the creek, leaving a narrow gap of only a few
feet to one side for navigable passage. I spun the wheel, angling hard
for the opening, but the boat continued to slide in the opposite direction. I became desperate as the nearly horizontal tree that extended
a good ninety feet out from the opposite bank loomed closer. It was
as dense and stout as a fresh-cut telephone pole and hung a full foot
above the water’s surface.
Decision time.
I straightened the wheel out and hit it dead on. The hull ramped up,
shooting out of the water, bow arrowed toward a darkening sky. The
propeller screamed as it freewheeled in waterless air. I crouched like a
horse jockey on his mount, keeping a ten-and-two white-knuckle grip
on the steering wheel. In my mind’s eye I saw a flashback from the
1976 movie Gator, where Burt Reynolds plays an ex-con/moonshiner
who runs circles around a waterborne posse of clumsy southern cops
in the Okefenokee Swamp. Some boats crash; others perform intricate aerial maneuvers that would have made a stunt pilot proud.
Unlike the movies, though, reality can be a bitter pill to swallow.
The hull slammed down stern first, before the bow smacked into the
water, snapping my head and neck forward, nearly catapulting me
over the console.
Twenty-five miles per hour was all I could coax out of my patrol
boat now. Without even looking I knew the spare prop was shredded
like spaghetti. I was done. I shut the engine off. Only one sound remained, the teasing whine of a six-cylinder outboard fading into the
distance. I pounded the steering wheel with both fists, while I singed
the air blue with a streak of expletives that would have made a bosun’s mate blush. I knew I was behaving like a three-year-old toddler,
but it felt too damn good to quit.
Murphy’s Law, “Anything that can go wrong, will go wrong,” had
struck again.
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